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Post-Event report Executive Summary
The 34th West Coast Cub Fly-in was an honor for our Experimental Aircraft Association (EAA) Chapter 275 to
host. As President of our EAA chapter I am extremely proud of our subcommittee that put the event on. Without them,
and the thirty volunteers who put this together, the fly-in couldn’t be possible. Since this was our first year with
managing the fly-in we learned a lot, we asked for feedback, and are now looking forward to making the 35th anniversary
fly-in a continued success. This post event action summary serves to show transparency in how the event was received
as well as how we’ll be addressing any concerns moving forward. We fully understand that this event is for Cub Pilots
and without you there would not be a fly-in at all.
I would like to take this moment to thank the prior Cub Club volunteers who have been keeping the event alive
these past 33 years. While the Cub Club has changed hands many times, the spirit of the volunteers and the event still
live on. We chose the theme of “Remembering the Past” as the 34th fly-in theme in honor of their hard work and
dedication that kept the fly-in going. As they have handed off the fly-in to our chapter I would like to reassure all of you
that we will do our best in keeping the spirit of the event and its structure the same as people have always appreciated.
So on behalf of the EAA Ch. 275 and our local Lompoc Community of volunteers THANK YOU for establishing such a
wonderful event for everyone. We even had our local FSDO agent attend this year’s fly-in and they mentioned they
really enjoyed their time here.
I also want to thank our sponsor, the Experimental Aircraft Association for providing the insurance for the event.
And to our local Tourism Business Improvement District (TBID) Explore Lompoc for their continued financial grant
support that has been a huge addition for our attendee giveaways and volunteers. Explore Lompoc’s website also
provides things to do while in town with hotel and dining options in the Lompoc Valley.
Please visit them at: explorelompoc.com
Below you’ll find our survey results, budget overview, and feedback from each of our sections who put their
time in this year to make it a success, and it was a success by all measurements. Thank you to all attendees and
volunteers who took the time out of their busy lives to fill out the questionnaire and give us truly valuable and insightful
constructive feedback. Your responses have set the foundation for future Cub Fly-ins and we really appreciate all of your
input.

All the best,

Keith Kie
EAA Ch. 275 President
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REGISTERED AIRCRAFT
Other Cubs, 27

J3 Cubs, 19
Other Aircraft, 16

STATS AT
A GLANCE
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Survey Overview
We had a lot of feedback and a tremendous response rate to the surveys. About half the attendees and half of
the volunteers provided their feedback to the event. The ratio of attendee to volunteer was two to one:

When it came to how many would recommend the Fly-in to a friend or colleague we did significantly better than
the average. This tells us that people enjoy the event overall. For reference, a score of zero is a “meh” response, minus
100 would mean we should just stop and accept failure, and positive 100 means it’s the perfect event. As the chart
below indicates, everyone still really likes having the Cub Fly-in :

Our overall rating for this year’s fly-in was a little less than the average, but still a decent score for our first time:
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What lowered our score this year seems to be squarely on the shoulders of how organized the fly-in appeared:

This unfortunately impacted how well the fly-in met people’s expectations, while we still had several “better”
and “about what they expected”, we did have a number or “worse” and a single “much-worse response”. Again, our
overall scores were positive and we’ll definitely address the concerns so next year will be a lot more enjoyable for
attendees and volunteers alike:
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Our “Information provided” for attendees seems to be close to the average, next year we’re planning to have a list of
local hotels and their rates which we can send out with the invitations to make it easier for everyone:
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“What did you like about the fly-in?”
We took the list of responses and created a ‘word-cloud’ to count the consistency of trending topics to get a feel
for what was the most mentioned key-words about what participants liked about this year’s fly-in. It’s no surprise that
Seeing Old Friends, People, and Cubs would dominate the discussion:
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Like Responses:







































It is always fun
Fun to see old friends and lots of cubs
The people
Seeing my friends, flying my Cub and giving rides to people that haven't been in a little airplane before. The tritip was very good too.
Association and discussions with other fly-in people; meeting the public and showing them our aircraft; the
Friday and Saturday dinners.
Seeing friends from previous years, chatting about the planes. watching the flour/spot landing antics
The flour bomb drop.
Being with our friends and fellow Cub owners (all models of Cubs).
Great camaraderie.
The weather.
The people, the planes, the food
Planes, People, Food, Lodging, Activities
Refreshing old friendships and making new friends and acquaintances.
The Cubs/airplanes, the people, the food😃
Friendly people greeting arrives
Liked all the Cubs parked together so you could mingle with all the owners. Liked the flour bomb and spot
landing contest
Making new friends and seeing all the old ones from years past.
Plenty of friendly people that were working as volunteers. I liked the family atmosphere.
People and conversation. Activities like flower bombing etc!
Friendliness of everybody!
Location, weather, people, lots of Cubs, food
Friendly people
Cubs
Low key environment
Lots of cubs
There were a lot of Cubs that showed up
Seeing many different Cubs! Also, the food was very good!
PLANES WEATHER
Meeting new people, opportunity to contribute, and of course, seeing a beehive of Cubs.
Catching up with old friends
Friendliness of attendees and staff, great events.
The plane. The plane.
Seeing friends, seeing the cubs.
The conviviality, the actions and responses of the registered participants, the stuff for kids to do, and the fun to
be had watching all the little piper cubs 'bombing' the field.
Location. Not overly regulated.
Building new friendships. Seeing the pilots flying in formation.
Lompoc Airport, Chance to commune with other Piper "nuts". Absence of formality. A "doable” long trip for a
Cub. Flying locally, hangar flying, with like machines and like stories.
We have been going to the fly-in for over 25 years and enjoy meeting old friends every year,
34TH WEST COAST CUB FLY-IN
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Seeing all the fun people were having, the fun activities, viewing the cubs and other aircraft, assisting with the
spot landing contest, we had a great time tracking. The weather seemed to cooperate well, seeing all the little
kids enjoying being at the airport, watching the flying and having fun
Seeing old friends
The spirit of folks all having fun together.
Monster, awesome, best ever, everything, you guys are the best, thank you, thank you, thank you.
That it was still held this year. Also the bomb drop and spot landing is always fun. The shirt/trinket booth was
well done.
Catching up with old friends.
The home town feel. Not a glitzy over commercial program.
The community involvement is great! I love that kids and young adults have the opportunity to be introduced to
general aviation. And I love that as an adult, I had the opportunity to meet others interested in learning to fly
and get involved with the Lompoc Airport.
Flour bombing and precision landing activities. And walking around looking at the Cubs and talking to the
owners. Great local fly-in. It was done really well. A lot of hard work went into it.
Bomb dropping and visiting with all the other Pilots
Gathering of likeminded wing nuts!
The people, the volunteers, the planes and the food.
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“What did you dislike about the fly-in?”
I feel I should preface this section that this is all with a grain of salt, while some of these things are fantastic
suggestions for next year, some of the comments were plainly false, we in fact approached the hotel in person twice (in
person) to discuss the rates and were reassured by their management. It’s appalling to us, as it was to most of you, that
the discount was not provided. We will continue to work with them so next year will be far more transparent.
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Dislike Responses:





















It always saps my strength
Saturday night was pretty quiet. I flew in Saturday AM and was amazed that everyone was gone after dinner.
Should have a band or music. Also, the fly out to the light house as always a pilot’s favorite.
Could’ve been a little more safety around the airplanes taxiing
After all the effort that we all put in to get time off of work to be there, and help introduce the community to
flying, to then be told that my Piper J5A Cub Cruiser is not a Cub was the biggest insult you could have thrown
my way. Then to hunt me down while I was having dinner with my friends, fondle my shoulders and continue to
tell me that Mr. Piper was wrong and my Cub isn't really a Cub, was very bad. I see no reason to participate in
this event again if you people don't learn that if Piper calls it a Cub, it's a Cub!
There is nothing that I disliked about the fly-in. It was all good.
the pretty wild actions of a lot of people cramming the runway with take offs during the flour bombing/spot
landing
Entertainment was too loud.
Don't ever call a Cub "something other than a Cub". Reserve a block of rooms for attendees earlier in year
before hotel fills up.
No block discount at hotel
The energy, enthusiasm and expertise that the fly-in's previous organizers brought to the event was
conspicuously absent. The new crew is attempting to turn the Cub Fly-in into a money-making cash-cow event in
direct opposition to the original organizer's intention of affordable fun and camaraderie.
Too much chaos during the flying activities felt too unsafe for me to join the fray. Better spacing needed. An Air
Boss would be good. Someone directing pedestrians walking across the threshold would have felt safer too.
I thought the flour bombing and spot landing event could have been better organized from a safety prespective.
In my opinion there were too many planes in the pattern. Also, planes were departing prior to planes touching
down and clearing the runway.
Registration using only one ipad was quite slow. Also with the paper logs used in the past, we could see if certain
people attended just by scanning the registration log.
Need to have a person responsible for the food to handle the supply, equipment, and volunteers. Maybe a
couple of backup volunteers just in case a last minute thing...
So many aircraft flying without control
Coastal clouds usually an inconvenience particularly on Saturday this year, but I know you have no control of the
weather😁
There was a complete lack of safety on the flight line during the bomb drop and spot landing contest. Usually
there would have been some sort of crowd control in the past. I had so many people standing and walking in
front of me while taxiing. It was dangerous. Plus people were allowed to cross the runway during these events.
In years past this was never allowed. People were stopping in the middle of the runway end taking photos. I've
seen flour bombs hit the runway before. Total lack of safety during the whole flying event portion. When the
flying events started, it took 15 minutes before anyone was in place next to the runway to assist with
departures. No one was out to judge the bomb drop until about the same amount of time. You had 5 Cubs
already in the pattern not knowing if they could drop yet. The safety brief for the event was the worst I've ever
heard. The guy essentially said "you're all pilots let's be safe out there". We have to remember there are folks
here for the first time who don't know what's going on just yet. We need some better info for the 1st timers.
The guy in the blue and silver super stol who decided it was a good idea to play in the pattern during this time
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was dangerous as well. The awards ceremony was fairly rushed through. There was no mention of who got 2nd
or 3rd in the spot landing. It was like whoever was announcing jut wanted to get it over with.
There needs to be more safety on the runway. Someone needs to keep airplanes from taking off when others
are landing.
Not quite enough room during dinner but still very nice!
Nothing, really
nothing
Cost of room at Lompoc inn went up $100. Lompoc inn said no one from fly in contacted them about special
rates for participants
Animosity about what a "cub" is.....Hint: It's NOT just a J-3!
High hotel cost
I've flown in a lot of fly-in/ Air shows and there was only one pilot that was not flying safely. The Guy in the Dark
Blue/Grey STOL aircraft. got is the way of several planes (Including me) during the flower drop and spot landing
The flour bomb drop was not as well managed as in previous years. Also, not getting a group/discount rate at
the hotel.
THE LOUD MUSIC DURING THE DAY
Hardly anything to not like!
Scheduled flying activities were unsafe. Saturday dinner was short served. No raffle prizes. Shrill voice singer for
noon entertainment.
Nothing major comes to mind
Need more volunteers for servers for dinner. Need specific volunteers to be in charge of individual jobs and
supplies needed to accomplish the same, prepared before the fly-in.
too hot, not enough rain
Flower bombing and spot landing contest was unsafe. Aircraft were too close together.
Lack of organization. We need to label bins with the contents. Yes they are see- thru but when items are taken
out volunteers forget which bin they go back in during clean up.
Concerns about Judging Standards, from “a small segment of attendees' ". Lack of pre - arranged group
discounts, at the local motel / hotels. (In the past we used get a little break in rates that helped.)
Nothing
Crowd control. In the past we invited the local Boy Scouts to get trained to work Saturday....No one approached
the Lompoc Valley Inn for a block of discounted rooms for the fly-in. They blamed the fly-in committee for not
approaching them. Rooms should be around 100$ per night. Prices were over the top! Bad news!!!!
Silly, unnecessary provocations.
I know it was your first time and that is ok. It would be good to arrange a discount at the near hotel next year.
We had been paying about $80 for a room and they asked $179 this year
Whomever the safety guy was during the bomb drop/spot land was UNSAFELY allowing aircraft
departures/takeoffs in front of aircraft on short final trying to land causing a go-around; I witnessed it 3
times...very UNSAFE! Please have that person briefed by Ed Mandibles on how to properly coordinate cub
takeoffs during the event! (Was he even a rated pilot?) The atmosphere of the whole event seemed
disappointingly "somber" and less jovial than year past. Your MC's personality didn't seem well suited for the
event. There was NO after dinner local band on Sat night to dance to. Sunday breakfast seemed very
disorganized and ran out of food? According to the LPC Comfort Inn, nobody ever got back with them to
coordinate a "Fly-In Special Price" and the hotel prices were totally unsatisfactory. FAIL!
The chaotic flour bombing contest. Too many airplanes in the air at one time.
Nothing
34TH WEST COAST CUB FLY-IN
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Sunday there isn’t much going on, but it’s advertised. This was confusing to some people who’d planned on
attending the event on Sunday.
Flour bombing and landing activity could have started at 10 or 11am that would have left time for a mass flight
to a location.
Well it was all fun but the banquet was very disappointing to say the least. I hope you and prove that a hundred
percent
nothing.... well done
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“What would you like different for next year?”
You guys provided excellent feedback for next year, with a lot of suggestions (as the word-cloud suggests). I
should mention though that previous MC’s were contacted and both declined to be involved this year. I also want to
acknowledge that the volunteers are identical to past years and that the event has not changed other than including the
chalk drawing and kiddie pedal car races. The format was still the same and thank you for new suggestions to make it
better next year.
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Different for Next Year Responses:

































Need a new theme
I must have missed any awards. I am not sure it was true, but were only J-3 cubs judged? I am sure you will be
more organized going forward. Liked the larger selection of merchandise and better flyers
No
Bring Ed back. Short of that most of the volunteers did a great job and were very helpful. The food was great.
The flying activities needed a flagger to launch the airplanes in sequence. Please also do your homework about
the E2, J2, J3, J4, J5, PA11, PA12, HE1, NE1, L4, L4F and you will find that either Taylor or Piper called all of these
Cubs right from the factory. We all love our airplanes dearly and to have them insulted the way you folks did is
grounds for not returning. Fix that problem and we will be happy to participate again.
I always liked Ed Mandibles being involved with the fly-in and appreciated his contributions in past years. The
Lompoc Valley Suites and Inn did not know about the fly-in much before the event and did not offer a discount
until we arrived and checked in.
Get somebody, like Ed used to do, to REALLY control the traffic during the contests!
Hopefully, less hiccups next year.
The judge seemed un-informed and argumentative. Everything was being blamed on Ed. Ed is not the problem.
Like others, I will probably not attend it the present admin situation still exists.
Music? The lone trumpet solo was kinda nice. If there was more I missed it. The kiddy car event put in by the
church was sweet. A gluten free option for meals might be a pipe dream but there you have it. It was extremely
obvious that everyone was working super hard, often performing new task and a bit short handed but staying
friendly and engaging the attendees with no shortage of hospitality. Praying you all weather the recent drama
and that peace and reconciliation for all parties prevails.
This year’s raffle was very limited. The PA system poor.
A Great Fly-in that will be even greater next year😉
More cubs!
I know not everyone has a Com radio but almost all do. I would like to communicate with someone via handheld
after landing directing me to parking, asking how long I intend to stay, directing non Cubs to other side of
airport, etc. It would make that part a little more organized.
Trophies should be a bit more elaborate. A paper certificate is not enough for the effort it takes to win it.
Better tie down situation for visitors across field. Perhaps a safer walk path during across runway during events.
No
Maybe some back ground music right after the awards would be good.
Great, Keep it up :)
More parking on ramp for those who cannot come until Saturday. I was forced to park in the weeds and dirt
Grade the edge of the taxie way where planes have to park very rough ground.
Keep up the good work
Need to get some more and better raffle/contest prizes. Having someone like Rod Machado as a speaker and
MC, would be a huge boost to the event.
PARK ALL THE PLANES ON THE SAME SIDE HAVE ICE TEA
Nothing that comes to mind.
Whoever did it the past, let them do it. No fun this year!!!!!
Need theme and music Friday and Saturday night. Not loud. Need a check list for each items that would be
required for each individual job. I.e. Specific forms, clip boards, pens, etc.
Have the Calstar representative there again next year?
34TH WEST COAST CUB FLY-IN
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Hopefully the issues with the “old guard” can be resolved and attendance will increase. Also hopefully it will not
conflict with the colusa fly in up north
1. Keep the coffee station near the sink. 2. Place the chair cart closer to the pantry. 3. Small cooler with ice block
to keep the milk chilled during the 3 hour breakfast.
" I'll be Back "
A lot of us miss Ed for the MC
From our discussions: 1) one yellow stol plane took off, then rapidly climb up into oncoming cubs flying the
pattern. The cub saw the STOL aircraft and extricated himself from the situation-good job. 2) We'll need a little
better coordination for the lighthouse tour- contacting the restricted area agency well prior to the flight to have
"emitters" turned off. There seemed to be some persons that wouldn't follow correct restricted area access
procedures. 3) We might need to add some crossing guards to keep pedestrians from crossing the runway or
taxiway when planes are taxiing out, taking off, or landing. May want to add that to pilot safety briefing if not
already (I don't know, missed the briefing).
Food was good...as expected. Parking volunteers were very good. Hospitality was great.
Keep the spirit of the fly-in alive.
Everything else was perfect. Thank you
Have the band play in the evening/night instead of in the morning!
Find a way to reproduce the original “T Shirt and Sweatshirt” with the Cub on the front and the three projections
of the Cub on the back.
Keep up the welcoming atmosphere! It’s so nice to go to an event and meet new friends and expand our
aviation community! This includes people wanting to learn, not just the pros and tight knit cub owners.
Air show staff and volunteers did a great job.
When we do a bomb drop we have to announce to all the pilots do the one event don't have somebody flying
around doing their own thing. If you talk to the ground crew they will let you know what my issue is.
Better control of some of the drinkers; turns some folks off.
I need to make sure the forms are in line and not hurt myself.
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“How did you hear about the fly-in?”
The word-cloud says it all, this event is kept alive by its pilots who have been coming here for years. The long
standing tradition and comradery are to be preserved. This event isn’t just formed by social media, it’s a bond between
Cub enthusiasts and lifelong friendships. Thank you to everyone who keeps these classic aircraft flying and continuing
the next generation.
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Heard About Responses:









































Cub Club
Flyer sent to my house and I have been attending for years.
Cheap suit flying club
I go every year, but maybe not next year depending on what you folks consider a Cub.
I have been attending every year since 1993.
I'm on the mailing list, have been coming for decades
My daughter
Been attending for years
been attending for 10 plus years
I have been a regular attendee starting in the early 1990's.
Mailing and or email
Facebook, received flyer in mail
Fliers and previous years attending.
Been involved more (but never as much as this time) or less on and off for many yrs. Hang out at the airport a
lot😉
I have been for over 20 years
Mail list due to being a previous attendee
I've been coming for 27 years
We have been coming for many years.
I have been coming to the event for about 25 years! Still a swell gathering of pilots and planes. Have restored
two Cubs.
Friends
Santa Barbara news press
Word of Mouth
Have been coming for years
.....attended for the last 12 years
?
word of mouth
Have been coming for many years.
FRIENDS
Facebook three years ago. (I'm no longer on Facebook tho.)
Father-in-law
Local pilots
Hmmmm
Saw all the yellow planes yearly, 2. Request on, I believe it was FB, for volunteers for this year.
Past experience and checked on line.
My Dad shared it with me 4 years ago.
Facebook
A friend that I fly with years ago.
From local pilot friends a long time ago- Ed Mandibles, Bruce Fall, etc
Been coming 30 years
33 years ago invited to help. Been to every one since.
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Been going to it for 10 years. It is the highlight of my year. Thankyou
Been attending since 2005.
Who doesn’t have a cub and not know about it?!?!
Been to many
Friends and Facebook.
Email via EAA
Through a friend 5 years
FB and chapter
Grew up around it
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Budget Overview
Putting on an event of this size isn’t cheap, each year it costs between $15,000 to $20,000. Our goal every year
is to hope to break even, so we can put the event on for next year. Each year we need permits, food, supplies, and
restock of the merchandise. We heavily rely on donations from our local community and chapter members as well as
from vendors for prizes. This is not a money-making event and the resources go back into the fly-in for next year. Our
EAA Chapter 275 is a 501c3 Non-Profit Organization.

th

34 Cub
Fly-In

SPENT

RECOVERED

0%

20%
FOOD

40%
MERCHANDISE

60%
OPS

80%

100%

BEER/WINE
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FOOD
This year we did not have a department head for Food. This had a significantly negative impact on the entire
food volunteer teams. We ran into issues with food ordering amounts (having too much or running out of items), lack of
servers, and setup and tear-down problems. Most of our volunteers are already task-saturated so not having this key
role filled really taxed everyone involved. Next year should be a priority to have this key position filled.

Breakfast
What Worked:
People really enjoyed the food this year.

What Didn’t Work:
Ran out of supplies on Sunday, over-ordered butter, see list for what to do next year and breakfast layout.

What to do next year:
Notes for breakfast:
1. Small Cooler with ice block to chill mini milk cartons.
2. 12 dozen eggs (we ran out) (this may seem like a lot but we had the most patrons I have ever served during my 4
years on the breakfast crew)
3. 3 boxes of the Jones Sausage (we ran out)
4. Pam cooking spray for the eggs
5. New salt and pepper grinders (patrons did not mind grinding it fresh onto their eggs)
6. 2 flexible cutting boards
7. 4 oz ladle for pancakes
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Lunch
What Worked:
Worked well like previous years, liked the new pop-ups. Brendan was a great help!

What Didn’t Work:
Needed to refresh the hot-water on the second day (Saturday). Wood and burner arrived a little late as we were
understaffed. Hot dog buns were difficult to cut open this year.

What to do next year:
Reload the hot water for next year earlier, we need a young runner volunteer for Saturday.

Dinner
What Worked:
Food tasted great! JP made yummy strawberry pies.

What Didn’t Work:
Lacked ability to keep track of what food sales were, ticket colors didn’t match. We ran out of lettuce and
needed more serving volunteers. Leftover spaghetti cannot be sold like tri-tip leftovers.

What to do next year:
Have more serving volunteers for the food line, food handlers permits also need to be renewed for 2019.
Spaghetti cannot be prepped in the same location next year, an alternative needs to be found. If not, having a substitute
instead of spaghetti is a possibility. Dessert fork placed in each cake slice. More Ranch Dressing.

Beer/Wine
What Worked:
We have enough wine to cover for next year, wine and beer were a good selection.

What Didn’t Work:
One small keg issue (valve), keeping track of beverage counts for popularity/re-ordering.

What to do next year:
Tickets for beer and wine for counts (popularity/re-ordering for next year). Have four kinds of tickets for the four
beverages available. The popcorn price sheet also had a small error that needs to be fixed for next year. We also have a
credit for a keg and a half from our vendor.
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Safety
What Worked:
No accidents or injuries during the fly-in.

What Didn’t Work:
Some confusion (especially for first-time attendees) with the games and take/off landing during the Saturday
activities, and common concern about people crossing the runway.

What to do next year:
We need signage and to brief the pilot to keep better spacing and after they're done with the events to go back
to parking or leave the pattern to make room for other Pilots. Work with the Airport Manager about possibly installing a
footpath for pedestrians going back and forth from the hotel, then prohibit crossing the active runway. The flour drop
can also be split into two groups (A & B) for easier safety brief and event timing. Other possible ideas: prohibit touch and
goes during the events as well as move the spot landing down to the high speed taxi to make it less congested.

Operations
Registration
What Worked:
Digital registrations made for far more accurate information collection from attendees and allowed for the
survey to be sent out the next day. Looking up the prize winners was significantly faster. Having two separate stations
for flour drop registration and registration worked well. Wireless keyboard definitely speed things up on Saturday.

What Didn’t Work:
Registration on a single tablet slowed down the registration process, no card reader available for them to take
cards. Some attendees didn’t like using the tablets.

What to do next year:
Get an extra tablet to register more attendees at a time. Possibly get another point of sale device to take cards
at registration instead of only at the Merchandise booth. Tighten up drawings so no conflict of interest perceived. Create
an “Arrivals Screen” that pulls from the Airtable API (Node.js) so attendees know if their friends are here.

Saturday Games
What Worked:
Forms were good.

What Didn’t Work:
Set instructions on what is needed ahead of time for Flour Drop, Volunteers, etc. Radio provided from the
Merchandise booth has the squelch at maximum to reduce noise in the booth, however this had the ground controller
unable to hear most aircraft at any significant distance.

What to do next year:
Printed rules for games in the parking packets. Ground rules will be defined for ground controller and decent
radio will be provided. Put event results on display as well as post on website.
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General Ops
What Worked:
The church pedal cars went good. The lunch crew ran great.

What Didn’t Work:
We didn’t have enough help for setup or tear down. Not enough help serving food. We won’t be able to use US
Foods anymore. Crowd control at the games was a huge issue. The safety brief for the games needed to be a little more
in depth.

What to do next year:
Need to setup an account with Jordanos as a food vendor to replace US Foods. Need to find someone to BBQ.
Need to find someone to head up food prep since we have a volunteer retiring.

Judging
What Worked:
The new awards and prizes were very nice and much appreciated. All the judged categories were judged by
three judges and results were unanimous.

What Didn’t Work:
Hostility towards Judges by a small group made for an unpleasant experience for everyone involved. The Oldest
Pilot Award also somehow got overlooked this year.

What to do next year:
Taking into consideration the small groups concerns, and figuring out a compromise between how the event has
traditionally been judged and also making attendees feel included in the Judging competition. Judging specifics need to
be posted on the website as well as social media and available at the Registration desk and in parking packets.
Transparency is our best path to resolving any concerns in the future. Additional judging criteria and a review by the
subcommittee is happening.

Entertainment
What Worked:
Both the trumpet playing during dinner on Friday night and the lunch performance on Saturday were mostly
well received. It was also an honor to have this year’s Lompoc Flower Festival Queen perform with her “Kaitlyn Chui
Band”. They got offered an additional gig after the fly-in to perform at a function with the Santa Maria Airshow.

What Didn’t Work:
The lunch music was far too loud for a metal hangar. However they did turn it down when asked. Saturdays
dinner performer didn’t show up, at this point our MC was also exhausted from a long day of working the Lunch as well
as Saturdays awards to be able to play the trumpet again.

What to do next year:
Entertainment should be arranged in the future by a “Hospitality Coordinator”, having entertainment in the
evenings is important to some of our attendees. However most volunteers are burnt out by the evening from working a
12-hour day. So it really should be a dedicated volunteer next year. We should also post hours for the event on the
schedule as it currently doesn’t have an end-time.
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MC
What Worked:
Good timing/pacing, didn’t drag on after dinner.

What Didn’t Work:
A few complaints about not being able to hear the MC, we also didn’t provide the MC with the 2nd and 3rd place
contest results. Which is our fault.

What to do next year:
Provide all contest results, and thank the volunteers and donors. Also maybe mention to check out the
Merchandise booth, which helps keep the event going.

Other Involvement
What Worked:
This year we had CalStar, Lompoc Chalks, and the Lompoc Foursquare Church be involved. The CalStar
representative had a booth for both Friday/Saturday. Lompoc Chalks drew a beautiful Cub flying over a field of flowers
while they promoted their Chalk Drawing event October 12-14th to be hosted at the airport this year. And the Lompoc
Foursquare Church provided free popcorn, snow-cones, and pedal car races for the kids on Saturday. All three of these
new participants appeared to be well received. The new Cub Bear was a success, though some children were initially
intimidated by it. Our EAA 275 chapter member Fred Sanford also displayed his entirely scratch built Hummel
UltraCruiser which was very popular even as a work in progress, especially with his humorous “Rides $10” sign. Thank
you Fred!

What Didn’t Work:
Other involvement does impact the “Classic Aircraft” parking area, however the Stearman’s that usually attend
were absent this year and provided plenty of space. But this could be an issue going forward.

What to do next year:
Possibly invite our local SpaceX, United Launch Alliance, and Vandenberg Air Force Base community?

Public Parking/Transportation
What Worked:
Everyone really enjoyed the Model-T rides again this year.

What Didn’t Work:
The Model-T almost didn’t work, a huge thank you to Mike Madrid for working the long hours to get it operating
and volunteering his time driving everyone around the airport and to the hotel. We also had an issue with Public
Parking, as we didn’t have anyone to direct traffic. We received a few complaints that it was a bit of a mess for people
trying to attend the fly-in who drove here.

What to do next year:
We definitely need volunteers to help with Public Parking, it has been suggested that we talk to the Boy Scouts,
Girl Scouts, Camp Fire Girls, and Civil Air Patrol about possibilities for help during the fly-in.
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Merchandise
What Worked:
We broke even again this year, great turnout from both the attendees and general public at the Merchandise
booth. Having it near the front of the hangar definitely helps make it more approachable by the public. The temporary
tattoos handed out were a big hit. The tablet with the Wi-Fi setup really helped the speed of transactions and made for a
quicker and more pleasant shopping experience. Volunteers who weren’t familiar with the new point of sale system
were able to pick it up rather quickly. Handwritten surveys for raffle was successful.

What Didn’t Work:
We were lacking is some of the requested items and sizes, this was also due to several vendor issues. During the
dinners we needed to take turns so we could keep the booth open (which ended up being worth it) but leaves only a
single person at the booth. Men still want more colors/styles, Women want softer T’s.

What to do next year:
New items based on attendee suggestions, possibly attend other non-event sites for sales. Also to separate the
freebies from the grant so general merchandise can be re-ordered earlier and not so close to the deadline.

Public Relations
What Worked:
670 website visitors between June 10 – July 25th. Snapchat Geofilters had 277 swipes and 66 uses with a total
reach of 2,602 (how many times shared/viewed). Press Release: 812 direct views, plus 232 Pickups by media outlets.

What Didn’t Work:
Ran short of invitations, need to refine attendee mailing lists. Chamber of Commerce also wanted more
postcards even though they initially declined any. Public attendance was low this year.

What to do next year:
Create a small handout for the general public explaining about the event and safety information, various
activities, map, plus next year’s fly-in date, etc. Post all contest results and awards online and also thank sponsors. Fix
advertising so people don’t show up late on Sunday expecting the fly-in to still be going.

Future Recommendations:
We need to contact VAFB well in advance to get clearance as well as find a volunteer to lead the Saturday
afternoon fly-out to the lighthouse. We also need to review our judging standards and informing practices for next year
to increase transparency. The street sweeping and grading needs to be reviewed before next year’s fly-in as well.

Volunteer for next year:
We need several volunteers for next year, are you interested in helping out? Currently we need:
Hospitality Coordinator: arrange prices with the hotels, schedule entertainment for Friday/Saturday, and be willing to
stay for the evenings since most of us are very tired after a 12-hour shift.
Public Parking Volunteers: assist general public with parking and help navigate the vehicles to improve safety and
efficiency during the fly-in.
Food Serving Volunteers: help with the food line.
Runner Volunteers: help run food and items between stations, cooking, merchandise, breakfast/lunch/dinner.
If interested in volunteering for next year please fill out the short form at: airtable.com/shry7SNSFZKKpBWQs
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Organizing Meetings:
Organizing meetings will start on October 10th, 2018. They will be held on the second Wednesday of the month. We will
be skipping the December meeting due to the holiday season and a couple of our volunteers getting married.
DATES: October 10, November 14, NO DECEMBER, January 9, February 13, March 13, April 10, May 8, June 12

35th Fly-in:
Please save the date, the 35th West Coast Cub Fly-In will happen on July 12 - 14 of 2019. If you have a theme
suggestion please let us know at: EAAchapter275@gmail.com or on any of our social media sites: Twitter, Facebook, and
Instagram.

Contact:

WEST COAST CUB FLY-IN CONTACT INFORMATION

www.westcoastcubflyin.com
EAA Chapter 275
1801 North H Street, Lompoc, CA 93436 USA
President: Keith Kie
Email: EAAchapter275@gmail.com
Phone: 805-280-9486
www.275.eaachapter.org

Connect with us on Facebook at:
EAA Chapter 275 Facebook.com/EAA275
West Coast Club Fly-in Facebook.com/WestCoastCubFlyin
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